Indoor Accent Wall

710 Hanover
Royal Thin Brick Difference

Royal Thin Brick® is born from a fifth generation family business that has been making the highest quality brick and ceramic products in Northeast Ohio since 1866. Over 150 years of experience and craftsmanship have gone into making this line of tumbled wire-cut thin brick.

Royal Thin Brick can be installed on nearly any sound structural interior or exterior surface. Use Royal for new construction or your next renovation project. Use Royal on exterior walls, backsplashes, floors, fireplaces, feature walls, walkways or anywhere you want the look of full brick without the added cost and effort.

Please Note: Colors are as accurate as printed representations can be. For final color selection refer to current actual color samples.
Color

Brick has been a cornerstone of architecture and design for thousands of years. There is a warmth and aesthetic with brick that is hard to beat. The Royal Thin Brick® color palette consists of single tones and blends that capture the character of walls built in a bygone era – from rich reds and earthy browns to soft greys and charcoal. All colors are kiln fired and rugged enough to stand up to the harshest environments.
Classic Blended Brick

Blend Colors

Lexington Blend

Hampshire Blend

Berkeley Blend

Federal Blend

Concord Blend
Finish
Royal thin brick is tumbled after firing to capture the essence of worn reclaimed brick. During the tumbling process, crisp edges are worn down, and sharp corners are rounded or knocked off. The appearance of distressed brick is made complete with a traditional wire cut face that gives it added texture and variation.

Available Size | Royal Thin Brick is 5/8" thick

Royal Thin Brick is available in Queen Size. The queen size is taller than modular size brick. Queen was chosen for Royal Brick to better enhance the tumbled/distressed appearance of the brick, making for a better presentation residentially and where the brick is featured in commercial applications. The taller size allows for more brick face and less joint for a more aesthetically pleasing effect. The queen size also allows for quicker installation; for every 100 S/F, 110 fewer pieces to install.
Quick Tips  |  Grout/Mortar Bag Method

1. Install a level ledger at the bottom of the wall to ensure your brick wall is straight.
2. Apply adhesive with a notched trowel.
3. Push bricks into adhesive using dowel rods for spacers.
4. Squeeze grout into the joints between bricks using a grout bag.
5. Strike the joints with a tuck point tool or wooden dowel rod.
6. Brush off excess mortar from bricks.

Quick Tips  |  Grout Float Tool Method

1. Start with a clean, even, appropriate substrate for the bricks. Outdoors over concrete use an isolation membrane.
2. Determine your pattern. Use a chalk line to keep everything straight.
3. Trowel on thin set using a notched trowel.
4. Apply bricks making sure they are pushed down evenly into the thin set mortar.
5. Using a tile float, push sanded grout into the joints between the bricks. Sponge clean like tile leaving a slight grout film.
6. After initial cleaning, let the grout harden and clean off any remaining haze.

Begin by choosing the area where you are going to install the thin brick. Royal Thin Brick installs much like tile. Always check with local building codes to make sure all materials meet codes and requirements. Consult the installation materials manufacturer and the Tile Council of North America’s Tile Handbook for details on installations.

Visit royalthinbrick.com for additional information